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ABSTRACT
The recent growth of users in mobile communications networks has shown the need to efficiently manage
the signalling burden related to Mobility Management. Within this field, the optimisation of Location
Management costs has become a key research topic. In this sense, the development of accurate mobility
models to describe the user’s behaviour is still a pending task. In this article, having characterized the
diffusion constant for distinct types of movements, the evaluation of the paging costs for different motion
processes through the diffusion constant is reviewed, obtaining useful guidelines for their ranking in
terms of signalling costs. As a consequence of this analysis, a novel parameter is introduced to account
for how searchable a mobile user is, and whose inverse approximates the paging costs of a wide variety
of motion processes.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Location Management is a topic of increasing importance due to the rise in the number of users
in mobile communications networks [1-6]. Most of the recent research in this field has focused
on the evaluation of the signalling costs involved in both location update and paging [7-10].
Common techniques to assess Location Management signalling costs make use of time-varying
probability distributions on the mobile user’s location, derived either from motion models or
approximated by means of empirical data [11-17]. This strategy is especially suitable when the
mobile terminal changes location according to stochastic processes. Considering for example an
isotropic Brownian motion process with drift, the Gaussian probability density function for the
location of the mobile can be applied [18], and the location probability can be obtained through
the integration of the density function over the region of interest. For the particular analysis of
the paging costs, an approach based on location probability distributions could be the
information theoretical one, by means of relating the entropy of the distribution with the cost of
paging, as the mean of the ordered distribution corresponds to the minimum paging costs [19].
However, this strategy faces the difficulty that the entropy and the mean number of locations
paged can present very large variations.
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In this article, we examine the evaluation of the paging costs for different motion processes
leveraging the diffusion constant. As a consequence of this analysis, we introduce a novel
parameter to account for how searchable a mobile user is, and whose inverse approximates the
paging costs of a wide variety of movements. The rest of this article is organized as follows: in
Section 2 we analyze the behaviour of the diffusion constant for one-dimensional, twodimensional and planned movements. In Section 3, leveraging the diffusion constant to
calculate the paging costs of different motion processes, we perform comparisons between them
in order to obtain guidelines on their costs’ ranking for different time intervals and mobility
parameters. In Section 4 we introduce a novel parameter with the name Searchability Index,
useful for the approximation of the paging costs. Conclusions are drawn in Section 5.

2. STUDY

OF THE DIFFUSION CONSTANT FOR DIFFERENT TYPES OF
MOVEMENTS

Considering isotropic Brownian motion process with drift, assuming movements of the user to
the right or to the left with probability p or q respectively, the Gaussian probability density
function for the location of the mobile can be applied [20], and two parameters with special
importance in this type of processes can be leveraged for a deeper characterization of the
motions: 1) the mean drift velocity v, defined as:

v = ( p − q)

∆x
∆t

(1)

and 2) the diffusion constant Dif :

Dif = ((1 − p ) p + (1 − q )q + 2 pq )

(∆x )2

(2)

∆t
where ∆x and ∆t represent the space and time steps. Next we study the behaviour of
the diffusion constant for different types of movements.

2.1. Study of the diffusion constant for one-dimensional movements.
A typical random movement where the mobile user can change direction randomly at each point
can be analysed through the consideration of a Brownian motion process, with p and q taking
values according to the type of movement. For example, for a one-dimensional movement along
a straight line, if it is considered equally likely to move forward or backwards, then p=q and 1p-q is the probability to stay in the same point. However, p and q can take different values, thus
reflecting certain preference forward or backward. In Figure 1 the variability of the diffusion
constant with the mean velocity is shown for different values of p and q.
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Figure 1. Variability of diffusion constant with mean velocity for one-dimensional random
movement.
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In Figure 1, it can be seen that the diffusion constant increases parabolically with the mean
velocity of the user. At the same time, the diffusion constant value does not vary if the p and q
values are exchanged. Therefore, the diffusion constant reflects the mobility of the user,
regardless of the direction of the movement. It is interesting to note that the sensors embedded
in current state-of-the-art smart phones can be leveraged to obtain very precise information
about the mobility of the user [12-17], which can be very helpful to manage the location of the
mobile communications networks’ users. Another clear consequence inferred from Figure 1 is
the fact that as the p or q values increase, so does the diffusion constant, but for combinations of
p and q which add up the same quantity, the diffusion constant will be higher for those values of
p and q that enclose the larger area in a theoretical rectangle of dimensions p ⋅ q .

2.2. Study of the diffusion constant for two-dimensional movements.
A two-dimensional movement where the user moves randomly towards any of four typical
possible directions (North, South, East, West) at each point, can be split into two onedimensional movements with the same mobility characteristics, but half probabilities. That is, if
the movement to any of the four possible directions is equally likely, p and q will be 0.25 for
every one-dimensional version. In Figure 2, the influence of the addition of one more dimension
for the movement in the diffusion constant is analysed.
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Figure 2. Variability of diffusion constant with mean velocity for two-dimensional random
movement.
The diffusion constant for every one-dimensional version decreases approximately by half in
comparison with the previous case, but the behaviour with the mean velocity and the p and q
values is the same.

2.3. Study of the diffusion constant for planned movements.
The previous model can also be applied to situations such as those planned movements with
constant speed and no random changes of direction, where theoretically the diffusion constant
would be null. Carefully studying these movements [21, 22], taking into account the standard
deviation in arrival time dev , the diffusion constant can be expressed as follows:

Dif =

2 ⋅ (V ⋅ dev) 2
Duration

(3)

Where Duration is the average trip duration and V represents the average velocity. For
example, for a planned trip of 2 hours, considering standard deviations in arrival time ranging
3
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from 1 minute to 10 minutes, the values that can be obtained for the diffusion constant are
displayed in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Variability of diffusion constant with mean velocity for planned movement.
It can be noticed the way in which the diffusion constant rises with the deviation in arrival
times, and again, with the velocity. The increase of the diffusion constant with the value of the
deviation is gradual. For higher velocities, such as those for high-speed trains or aircrafts, the
values taken can be observed in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Variability of diffusion constant with mean velocity for planned movement and high
velocity.

3. APPLICATION OF THE DIFFUSION CONSTANT FOR THE CALCULATION OF
THE PAGING COSTS.
An approximation for the minimum of the paging costs by means of the diffusion constant is
n

obtained in [23]: (Dif ⋅ t ) 2 , where t is the time elapsed since the last interaction mobile usernetwork, and n is the movement dimension. In Figure 5, the variability of the paging costs for
Brownian motions of various dimensions and for different call arrival rates is shown:
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Figure 5. Variability of paging costs for different movement dimensions and call arrival rates,
for short and long time intervals.
For simplicity purposes, the diffusion constant for the movements in Figure 5 has been taken as
unity, and the time units are considered in terms of call inter-arrival periods. Comparing motion
processes of different characteristics, for very short time intervals elapsed from the last
interaction mobile user-network (typically a number of time units coincident with the value of
the lower call-to-mobility ratio of the movements being compared, or one time unit in case that
lower ratio is below unity), the paging costs for each particular call are very similar for all the
different movement dimensions and call arrival rates, but the three-dimensional one with the
lowest call arrival rate tends to outstand from the rest for presenting the fastest increase in time
of the paging costs, with a parabolic evolution. The next movement with the highest paging
costs is the two-dimensional one with the lowest call arrival rate, followed by the onedimensional one with the lowest call arrival rate. Consequently, at these early time intervals,
although the higher the movement dimension, the larger the paging costs for processes with
call-to-mobility ratios below unity (opposite behaviour for those processes with call-to-mobility
ratios above unity), it is clearly noticed the key role played by the call arrival rate to classify the
motion processes in terms of their paging costs: the lower the call arrival rate, the larger the
paging costs for each particular call.
Still at very early stages, but for longer time intervals than in the previous considerations, the
three-dimensional movement with high call arrival rate starts increasing its paging costs above
those movements with lower dimensions and lower call arrival rates.
Comparing two motion processes with different call arrival rate, and no restrictions for their
particular diffusion constants, we define a threshold value we name Dimensionality Threshold
( DTH ), measured in time units, and obtained by means of the following expression we derive in
the Appendix I:

DTH =

(CMRh )3
(CMR l )2

(4)

Where CMRh and CMRl are the call-to-mobility ratios (high and low respectively) of the two
types of processes being compared through their call arrival rates. The definition of this
threshold is:
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Dimensionality Threshold: Length in time units over which the call arrival
rate exchanges its role with the movement dimension as the key parameter
to classify motion processes of different characteristics according to the
value of their paging costs for each particular call.
As the time from the last interaction exceeds the Dimensionality Threshold, the threedimensional movement with low call arrival rate clearly becomes the one with the largest
paging cost, followed by the three-dimensional one with high call arrival rates, next the twodimensional ones accordingly to their call arrival rates, and eventually the one-dimensional
ones, again with larger paging costs for lower call arrival rates.
In Figure 6, the variability of the paging costs for Brownian motions of different dimensions
and for different diffusion constants is shown:
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Figure 6. Variability of paging costs for different movement dimensions and diffusion constant
values, for short and long time intervals.
For simplicity purposes, the call arrival rates for the motion processes in Figure 6 have been
taken as unity. In order to perform the comparison related to the different movement
characteristics, within the first of the shorter movement periods from the last interaction mobile
user-network (although the same behaviour can be noticed within the first of the longer
movement periods), the dimensionality of the movement has little importance to rank the paging
costs. At this stage, the value of the diffusion constant rules the behaviour of the costs, and the
higher the diffusion constant, the larger the paging costs. Actually, for these time intervals, in
opposition to the behaviour of processes with call-to-mobility ratios below 1, for call-tomobility ratios above 1 it can be observed that the lower the movement dimension, the larger the
paging costs. It is interesting to think about an explanation for this behaviour. The reasoning we
propose is based on the fact that assuming a fixed amount of resources for a particular location
area regardless of the movement dimensionality, the higher the movement dimension for
diffusivities with a frequency lower than the call arrival rate, within the first movement period,
the higher the mobile’s specifiability in terms of amount of resources needed to track him down,
therefore the lower that amount of resources, thus diminishing the paging costs for each
particular call. Once the first movement period is passed, the higher the movement dimension,
the higher the uncertainty of the next location of the mobile, thus the more dramatically the
mobile’s specifiability declines, therefore making the paging costs for each particular call larger.
The basic idea of the previous statements is illustrated in a simplified way with Figure 7:
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Figure 7. Variation of the mobile’s specifiability with the movement dimension.
Assuming that the number of cells per location area increases with the movement dimension,
when the movement frequency is lower than the paging frequency, within the first movement
period, the amount of resources being used ( R s ) specifically to track down the mobile in the
deployments represented in Figure 7 is:

Rs

t <T

 1
=  n ⋅ R
3 

(5)

Where R is the total amount of resources used for each location area, n is the movement
dimension, t represents the time elapsed since the last interaction mobile-network, and T is the
movement period. As expected, R s falls when n rises. On the other hand, once the first
movement period is passed, the uncertainty for the whereabouts of the mobile increases with the
movement dimension, and thus the amount of resources needed to track him down increases
with the movement dimension, as shown by the new expression taken by Rs :

Rs

t >T

 3n − 1 
=  n  ⋅ R
 3 

(6)

Graphically, assuming R=1 for simplicity purposes, the behaviour of Rs with the movement
dimension is presented in Figure 8:
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Figure 8. Variation of resources needed to track down a mobile with diffusivity frequency lower
than call arrival rate, before and after the first movement period.
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As observed in Figure 8, the amount of resources needed varies with the movement dimension,
in a way dependant on the time interval considered. It would be interesting to extend the
previous reasoning beyond mobile communications networks users, and consider movements of
entities in more than three dimensions. However we will not tackle that discussion in this
article.
In Figure 9, the actual behaviour of the paging costs for each particular call for processes with
call-to-mobility ratio above 1 and for time intervals within the first movement period are shown:
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Figure 9. Variability of paging costs for different dimensions and diffusion constants providing
a movement rate with longer period than the call inter-arrival one.
Continuing with the previous comparison between motion processes of different dimensions and
diffusion constants, in between the first and the second movement period of the process with the
highest call-to-mobility ratio of those being compared, although the diffusion constant remains
as the main factor for the value of the paging costs, it starts becoming noticeable that the higher
the movement dimension, the faster the paging costs increase with time.
For longer time intervals, the movement dimension keeps gaining importance regarding the
value of the paging costs, and the diffusion constant continues loosing it, especially for one and
two-dimensional movements. Making use of the Dimensionality Threshold again (in this case
its definition will simply substitute the call arrival rate by the diffusion constant, while the
mathematical formula remains the same), once the time elapsed from the last interaction usernetwork passes it, the paging costs of the motion processes are ranked firstly by their movement
dimension (costs rise with it), and within each dimension, the higher the diffusion constant, the
larger the paging costs become.

4. SEARCHABILITY INDEX
Given the importance of location information and context awareness in mobile computing [2428], next we leverage the results previously obtained for the behaviour of the paging costs with
different process dimensions and call-to-mobility ratios, and we introduce a novel parameter we
call Searchability Index (SI), which will provide us with a good indication of how searchable a
mobile user is. In other words, SI will provide us with an indication of the granularity in the
location information that the system has about the user, which will be very helpful for the
network operators to optimize the Location Management procedures [2-6]. We have inferred the
mathematical definition of the SI from the results obtained analyzing multiple cases:
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SI = Tc / (Pc )

  Dif  
 Int  λ ⋅ t  

 
(7)

With t representing the time elapsed from the last interaction mobile user-network, the exponent
of the denominator being the integer part of that time normalized to the value of the call-tomobility ratio, Pc symbolizing the number of possible new cells where the mobile can enter
every time it moves, and Tc representing the total number of cells in its area of immediate
influence. These two last quantities depend on the movement dimension. Defining a parameter
we call “cluster one” (C1) as the numerical size of the area being administered in the onedimensional case (for example, number of cells per location area), Pc and Tc take the
following expressions:

Pc = (C1 ) n − 1

(8)

Tc = (C1 ) n

(9)

With n representing the movement dimension. For simplicity purposes, we have chosen 3 as the
reference value for C1 .
The meaning of the Searchability Index can be inferred from the fact that the larger its value, the
more predictable the whereabouts of the mobile user are. Its values would range between 0 and
∞ . The former for extremely unpredictable locations, and the latter for absolute certainty in the
whereabouts of the mobile. The Searchability Index does not have units, and is an illustrative
figure whose inverse approximates the value of the paging costs for each particular call for
movements of different characteristics. In order to obtain a better approximation for the value of
the costs over selected normalized time spans, we split the time into intervals of length unity by
means of the integer part function.
The behaviour of the inverse of the Searchability Index is shown graphically in Figure 10:
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Figure 10. Evolution of the inverse of the Searchability Index.
However, through the study of series of average values of the paging costs and series of values
of the inverse of the Searchability Index in the time intervals considered, a further refinement in
the definition of the Searchability Index is possible in order to obtain a better approximation
between both terms, by means of taking into account some more influences of parameters
involved in the motion process. In this sense, we derive the following expression:
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  Dif   

n⋅  Int 
⋅t  −1


Tc ⋅  (C1 )   λ   


SI =
Dif

  Dif  
u  Int 
⋅t  
  λ 

(10)

[ ( )]
Int

 Pc 


 n 

λ

⋅t +1

With u(t) in the exponent of the numerator, defined as follows:

0
u (t ) = 
1

t <1

(11)

t ≥1

And now, through the inverse of this refined Searchability Index, a better approximation for the
value of the paging costs can be obtained. In Figure 11, the evolution of the inverse of this
refined Searchability Index is shown for different normalized time lengths:
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Figure 11. Evolution of the inverse of the refined Searchability Index, for short and long time
intervals.
This Searchability Index accounts not only for the movement dimension and call-to-mobility
ratio, but also for the network topology, in particular, the size of the clusters of cells. Its range
of applicability through the formula we derived is: C1 > 2, and length of the time in study
below 10 normalized units, as otherwise, the results obtained would present higher values than
the actual costs for the three-dimensional case. In Figure 12, a comparison between the actual
paging costs and the inverse of the Searchability Index is shown for an interval of 4 time
normalized units (average accuracies above 82%, with larger values for one- and twodimensional movements):
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Comparison: Inverse of the S.I. vs actual paging costs
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Figure 12. Comparison between the inverse of the Searchability Index and actual paging costs.
Additionally, Figure 12 shows that the inverse of the Searchability Index perfectly accounts for
the exchange after the first normalized time unit between the movement dimensions in the
ranking of more costly processes, when those processes have a call-to-mobility ratio above
unity. The inverse of the Searchability Index also approximates correctly the paging costs for
motion processes with call-to-mobility ratios below unity, for which the referred exchange
between dimensions does not take place.
Having studied the behaviour of the inverse of the Searchability Index for different values of C1
and time intervals, we can conclude that expectedly, the larger the value of C1 , the greater the
resulting paging costs.

5. CONCLUSIONS.
The analysis of the diffusion constant shows that it accounts for the mobility of the user
regardless of the direction of the movement. Applying the concept of the diffusion constant to
obtain an approximation of the paging costs for Brownian movements of different dimensions,
we reach the following conclusions: within the first units of the time elapsed from the last
interaction mobile-network, although the higher the movement dimension, the larger the paging
costs for processes with call-to-mobility ratios below unity (opposite behaviour for those
processes with call-to-mobility ratios above unity), it is clearly noticed the key role played by
the call arrival rate to rank the different movements; in fact, the lower the call arrival rate, the
larger the paging costs for each particular call. Once the time elapsed from the last interaction
mobile-network exceeds the Dimensionality Threshold, the movement dimension is the decisive
parameter in the rise of the paging costs, and the call arrival rate takes a secondary role,
especially for the one and two-dimensional movements. In particular, at these time intervals, the
higher the dimensionality, the larger the paging costs, and for a same movement dimension, the
lower the call arrival rate, the larger the paging costs for each call. An analogous study can be
carried out in terms of the movement dimension and the diffusion constant, where the latter will
show trends inverse to the call arrival rate.
In order to account for the behaviour of the paging costs of different motion processes, we have
introduced a novel parameter called Searchability Index, whose meaning is based on the fact
that the larger it becomes, the more predictable the whereabouts of the mobile user are, and its
inverse approximates the value of the paging costs. The Searchability Index considers not only
the dimensionality and call-to-mobility ratio of the process, but also the network topology,
specifically, the size of the clusters of cells. It is important to notice that the inverse of the
Searchability Index perfectly accounts for the exchange between the movement dimensions in
the ranking of more costly movements after the first normalized time unit, for processes with
11
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call-to-mobility ratio above unity. The inverse of the Searchability Index is also consistent with
motion processes whose call-to-mobility ratio is below unity and for which the referred
exchange between dimensions does not take place.
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APPENDIX I. MATHEMATICAL EXPRESSION
THRESHOLD.

FOR THE

DIMENSIONALITY

Considering a basic classification of motion processes for mobile communications networks
users, based on the comparison of their call arrival rates, analyzing the behaviour of their paging
costs for one, two and three dimensions of the movement, the point where the roles between the
call arrival rate and the movement dimension are exchanged is located at the crossing of the
costs curve of the two-dimensional one, characterized by low call arrival ( λ2 ), with that of the
three-dimensional one, characterized by high call arrival rate ( λ3 ). Mathematically, the
equation describing that crossing is:

 Dif 2 

⋅ t 
 λ2


2/ 2

 Dif 3 
= 
⋅ t 
 λ3


3/ 2

(12)

From (12), obtaining the time solution:
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 Dif 2 


λ
t =  2 3 =
 Dif 3 


 λ3 

 1 


CMR

2 

2

 1 


 CMR3 

3

(13)

Therefore, naming that time interval as Dimensionality Threshold, the final expression is the
following:

DTH

(CMRh )3
=
(CMRl )2

(14)
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